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Chapter One

Camp Smokey was located in the Smokey Mountains near the Tennessee–North Carolina state
line, hence the name. The leaves that surrounded the mountainous terrain that made up the Delta training
camp were a kaleidoscope of red, yellow, and orange. The rainbow of fall was a stark contrast to the
blinding white of the snowy Alps they had traversed just a few days before.
Once more the rotor blades of the Black Hawk thumped a steady rhythm under the sound of the
cool wind blowing through the cabin. Dressed as the team was in their fatigues, the wind was chilly but
not nearly as cold as the subzero temps of their last mission.
The Black Hawk circled the camp, which looked more like a compound, and Brian took in the
sight below them. One dirt road snaked out of the trees and led into the camp before abruptly dead ending
in a wide open field. A firing range could be seen to the east past a scattering of buildings. Another field
to the west looked like an organized junk yard. Planes, cars, and even a ship showed the blackened
signature of soot from fires that were surely the result of blowing the shit up.
The Hawk landed on the field between two buildings. No fast roping down for the team today. The
Mad Dogs grabbed their gear before quickly unloading and the helicopter did not stick around as they
crouched-walked away from their ride.
No one was around to meet the Unit but the Mad Dogs seemed to know where they were supposed
to go. As Brian followed his teammates, he took in more of the surrounding area. There appeared to be
two, possibly three, kill houses. There was a one-story structure with no roof like the kind the Rangers
used to train and another that looked like a small two-story house. The third structure looked like a tworoom cabin and if it weren’t for the bullet holes in the outside wall, Brian would have thought the building
was an officer’s quarters. The variety of buildings for tactical exercises did not surprise Brian as he noted
a tall viewing tower that was strategically placed in the center of all the kill houses. The remaining
structure was a medium-sized, one-story concrete building which was likely the command center for the
camp.
The Mad Dogs passed all of the structures without a glance. It was evident to Brian that the team
had been here before. Their destination was set back in the trees and if the team hadn’t been making a beeline for the area, Brian would not have noticed the camouflaged inflatable field tent like the temporary
barracks he was familiar with from his tours in Iraq and Afghanistan.
The inside of the tent could accommodate a full squad and the Dogs spread out after they entered.
Each man claimed an empty bunk for their gear next to the rack they were going to use for sleep. The field
barracks usually held twelve men and Brian was not used to the extra space.
No sooner had the last piece of Brian’s gear hit the empty rack, he was slammed from behind and
pushed face first into his unmade cot.
“What the fuck!” Brian managed to let out a loud grunt and tried to twist his body around.
A hand fisted tightly into the hair at the nape of his neck and prevented him from doing anything
but what he was currently being force to do. Kiss his fucking rack.
Markus, get the fuck off me! Brian mentally cursed his bondmate.
He felt the amusement from Oh, H, Doc, and M through the link he shared with the men. He also
felt the hard cock that was grinding into his ass. Brian had no room between his chest and the cot to free
his trapped hands or maneuver to push off the rack. His thighs were over the side of the cot just enough
that he could not get his knees on the rack or down to the floor to gain leverage to buck off the bulk which
was pinning him down.
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“Not me, B,” Markus snickered and laughed aloud.
Brian stopped struggling at Markus’s words and heard the rest of the team laughing while he
concentrated on what he could feel of the body pressed along the back of his. He knew it was not Doc.
The medic would dwarf him if he lay against his body in this position. So that left Oh, H or El. H was
smaller, though bulkier, so Brian excluded him as the culprit.
“C’mon man, get off me,” Brian’s voice was muffled by the mattress his face was smashed
against.
The only response he received was another grind against his ass and the grip on his hair tightening
to the point of pain. Strangely, Brian felt himself growing hard. He wasn’t sure if his erection was because
of the hard cock against his ass, which should have made him more nervous than aroused, or the sting of
pain from his hair being pulled, or both that was causing the reaction.
“Doc, get him off me,” Brian was allowed to turn his head just enough so the thin mattress wasn’t
muffling him again. When Doc did not reply, Brian continued. “I know it’s not you on me, man. C’mon,
help a brother out here.”
Brian paused and tried to twist his head around further to see which Mad Dog held him down. The
hand that fisted his hair pulled hard enough to lift Brian’s head and force his neck to bend back into an
awkward position. The position still did not allow him to see if it was Oh or El who held him so tightly.
Markus watched as El manhandled his bondmate and was surprised he was more turned on by the
sight than jealous. As his dick hardened behind the button fly of his black fatigues, Markus remembered
how rough El’s touch was the last time they fucked. Their usually quiet demo man was into some kinky
shit and rough, aggressive sex was about as vanilla as he got.
A glance at the rest of the team showed H leaning back into Doc’s broad chest while the medic
rubbed his mate’s ass through his fatigues. Doc watched El and Brian over his mate’s shoulder while H’s
eyes stayed glued to the show before them. Oh stood off to the side unabashedly stroking his cock and
watched his mate with their new sniper. Markus was tempted to follow suit as he walked around the rack
Brian and El occupied. Instead, he stood in his mate’s line of sigh, just out of reach.
Markus loved the look on Brian’s face. His mouth was open as he began to pant and his eyes held
the glazed look of arousal. As they should, since Markus could feel how turned on his bondmate was
through the link. He could also feel the rest of the team’s arousal, caused by the rough treatment of
Brian’s body.
Brian watched Markus step in front of him. He had no choice but to look at his mate other than
closing his eyes. Instead, he locked his eyes onto Markus’s hungry emerald gaze.
The arousal of the rest of the Mad Dogs drowned out Brian’s own and any amusement the team
had previously felt. He still did not know if it was Oh or El who held him down in such a tight grip but he
suspected that it was El after what he had witnessed of the man’s behavior with Oh. It made sense through
Brian’s lust filled mind. Brian
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hard cock. Another groan growled in Brian’s throat when Markus began to stroke himself.
“You like that, B?” Markus asked aloud for the benefit of the others and was rewarded by Brian
licking his lips. Whether his bondmate did it on purpose or not, Markus did not care. He took the gesture
as an invitation and guided his erection toward the wet, open lips of his mate.
Brian gave no thought when he opened his mouth wider and slipped his lips around the mushroom
head of Markus’s cock. His mate did not grab his head or force his cock down Brian’s throat like he had
done the last time. Instead, he gently rocked his hips back and forth and allowed El to control Brian’s
movements. Though Markus was passive in his oral intrusion, the hand which controlled Brian’s head was
not.
Brian fought the pressure at the back of his skull that was trying to force him to take Markus’s
cock deeper into his throat.
“You like it. Take it,” El’s hot breath whispered against Brian’s ear.

Brian could not stop another noise from emanating from his throat as Markus pushed deeper
between his lips and El pushed his erection harder into his ass.
“It’s going to be my cock buried deep in your throat next and you’re going to suck it dry like a
good little pup,” El purred in his ear. “And you will like every minute of it, won’t you?”
Brian knew El wasn’t really asking him a question or expecting an answer. He kept his gaze
locked on Markus’s eyes as his bondmate held his cock steady in one hand and barely rocked his hips to
give himself more friction from Brian’s mouth. Brian was hard as a rock from El’s words and Markus’s
honeysuckle and cinnamon taste caressing his tongue. The combination had him grinding down into the
mattress of his rack and ready to blow his load. The steady rocking of El’s hips that caused the man’s
erection to rub against his ass did not help. Not that he wanted anything up his ass but damn if it didn’t
feel good and heighten his arousal.
You look hot as shit, B. Taking my cock while El is on top of you. Holding you down like he is
forcing you. Markus practically cooed in Brian’s mind.
He is, Brian replied weakly as he pushed his tongue firmly along the thick underside of his mate’s
cock.
He’s not and you know it.
Brian watched Markus’s trademark smirk make an appearance and tried to think of a reply.
Markus was right. El wasn’t forcing him to blow his bondmate even though the feeling of being forced
seemed to make his actions easier to accept. In reality, the second he had seen Markus’s hard cock in front
of his face, he had the desire to taste the man again. It was like a hunger rose in him and his beast that only
the taste of Markus could satisfy. Another jolt of lust for his bondmate slammed into him and across the
link he shared with the others causing him to arch his ass up without even realizing he made the
movement.
A groan sounded and Brian was not sure if it came from his throat or from one of the others but the
sound was loud over the panting of his breath through his nose.
Fuck, Brian thought since his mouth was too full to utter the curse.
You know what would be hotter, B?
Markus’s voice sounded like an erotic caress in his mind. The sensations through the link, El
grinding against his ass, and Markus in his mouth were too much for Brian to reply.
If you were both naked. Markus felt Brian tense even though their only connection was his cock in
his mate’s mouth. He quickly continued, naked skin rubbing together; sweating against each other,
slipping and sliding, El’s darkness against your light skin. Markus felt Brian relax a little and took that as
encouragement to continue. God it would be so fucking hot to see him buried deep in you. Brian’s tension
ratcheted back up and Markus hurried to finish his thought. Or you buried deep in him. Can you see it, B?
Your thick cock pounding into his chocolate ass. He’s an awesome lay.
Brian barely vocalized
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again.
“M telling you how good it will feel, pup? He telling you how he came when I turned his ass a
sweet rosy pink?”
Another moan echoed through their temporary barracks and this time Brian recognized Oh made
the noise. Visions of El’s dark hand spanking Oh’s pale ass flooded Brian’s mind and he was sure Markus
could see his memory in living color when the man groaned. He didn’t care. His shields were the furthest
thing from his mind.
“He sharing his memory with you? You want that too, don’t you? Want to feel my hand on your
ass, feel the sting of the slap, and feel the bite of pain followed by the heat as I redden that pale ass of
yours?” El’s words painted the visual in Brian’s mind and forced Brian to buck up against his teammate’s
hard cock once more.
“Fuuuuck!” Oh’s voice loudly echoed around them and it was obvious to Brian that his team
leader just shot his load.
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If the sound of Oh’s cry of ecstasy wasn’t sufficient to let Brian know the man had just got off, the
scent of clove and ginger that flooded through the barracks was proof enough.
“Swallow M for me, B,” El whispered loud enough for them all to hear. “Show me what you’ll do
to my cock when I shove it down your throat.”
El’s words spurred Markus’s hips to thrust with increasing speed. The friction of his mate’s mouth
was almost excruciatingly minimal while his pleasure climbed. It wasn’t enough to push him over the
edge and it took every ounce of restraint he possessed not to grab Brian’s head and thrust deep into his
throat as he had done the last time his mate sucked him off.
El must have sensed the brink of pleasure Markus was teetering on and his need to be pushed over
because he brought his free hand around Brian’s face to cup Markus’s sack and squeeze. The slight bite of
pain was all it took to push Markus into orgasm. Markus’s hands gripped Brian’s head of their own accord
and he forced his hips to still while exploding down his bondmate’s throat.
Brian felt El’s weight shift before he saw the man’s hand come around him and grasp between
Markus’s legs. He had no time to tense when Markus’s hands grabbed his head, no time to panic, or even
realize his mate had halted his movement, before the explosion of cinnamon and honeysuckle flooded his
mouth. All he could do was swallow and he did with delight. Like an addict getting his fix, he couldn’t
drink down the nectar that was Markus’s orgasm fast enough.
“That’s it, pup. Swallow him down,” El’s voice encouraged him, but he didn’t need
encouragement as his throat worked to consume everything Markus had to give him. “Next time it will be
me. Your mouth, your ass, it won’t matter because you will suck me dry.”
El’s dirty talk slammed into Brian’s mind just as his orgasm slammed into his body. All he could
do as his brain checked out was buck between El and the mattress while he continued to drink down
Markus’s essence.
Markus saw every image in Brian’s mind that El’s words brought about while he dumped his load
into his mate’s mouth. As his cock gave one last twitch, Markus loosened his grip on Brian’s head and
pulled his hips back. He knew El wasn’t finished even though Brian had just got off. Both men still
needed to claim one another for the pack link to be complete. While Markus let his deflating cock slip
from Brian’s swollen lips, he anticipated watching the claiming his teammates needed to accomplish to
bring the Unit up to full strength.
The loud sloppy sounds of a blow job caused Markus to look over El’s body which still pinned his
mate to the cot. H was on his knees in front of Doc and by the movement of his hand, he was furiously
stroking himself while he consumed the team’s medic.
Oh sat on a rack across from the action and appeared as interested in the show as Markus.
Watching H do what he loved best was a thing of beauty. Oh had tucked his prick away and Markus did
the same. Only Brian and El couldn’t enjoy the view. Doc’s hands rested gently on H’s head and he barely
moved his hips to thrust into6H’s mouth. Not that he needed to thrust at all with the rapid bobbing of H’s
head. Doc was always gentle and conscious of his size. On and off the field. In and out of the bedroom.
Markus continued to watch as their medic stiffened and tried not to lock his knees while he
emptied himself down H’s throat. At the same time, Markus saw the streams of liquid cotton splatter
Doc’s leg and the floor surrounding them while the room filled with the scent of hot sauce, vanilla, and
pecans. He shifted his attention back to his bondmate and El and saw the demo man whispering into
Brian’s ear. Even as close as he was to the pair, he could not hear El’s words. He did not get a chance to
listen more closely or attempt to see the images El’s words were more than likely creating in Brian’s mind
before the door to the barracks opened. A bright shaft of sunlight penetrated the twilight of the tent right
before the loud voice that belonged to the man who entered.
“Alright you rabid dogs,” McCormick boomed before he stopped dead in his tracks at seeing El on
top of Brian. “What the fuck are you assholes doing now?”

All the Mad Dogs, except El and Brian, looked at their CO but none of them moved or said a
word. They were used to Coredick just busting in on them unannounced and if their CO didn’t know what
was going on by now, then he was an idiot.
Brian tensed under El’s weight at the sound of McCormick’s voice in their barracks. When El did
not move off of him, he wasn’t sure if he was grateful or not. The position was compromising enough
without the man moving. The last thing he wanted was to be forced to reveal his cum soaked crotch to his
CO.
“Never mind, I don’t want to know,” McCormick amended his question.
“Relax,” El whispered in Brian’s ear at the same time Markus spoke in his mind.
It’s alright, B. Not the first time Cordick’s walked in on our fun. Brian fought the urge to groan in
embarrassment at Markus’s reassurance.
“The Council has been delayed. They will be here when they get here. Until then, get Hay up to
speed.” Brian had the impression McCormick was giving them all a pointed glare.
For a moment, he was tempted to make a smart-assed comment about how the Mad Dogs were
already ‘getting him up to speed and then some’ but he kept his trap shut. The fact El was still pressing his
hard cock against his ass probably had something to do with Brian holding his tongue.
El released his tight hold on Brian’s nape and used Brian’s body for leverage to push off the man
and stand. Brian immediately felt the loss of the other man’s weight and heat but before he could analyze
this new feeling, McCormick spoke again.
“This isn’t R&R. Get your asses out there and train.”
Brian saw the shaft of sunlight dim and heard the flap of the tent shut back into place before he
rolled onto his side.
“You heard Coredick,” Oh said contemptuously as he stood. “Kill house first; paint it up,” he
ordered while his gaze locked onto El and he walked over to his mate. “You’re with me.”
Brian saw El’s grin that looked strangely like the excitement the demo man displayed when he was
blowing shit up. He just shook his head and stood to change out of his cum soaked fatigues and tee shirt
before training with his team for the first time.
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